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This Knowledge Check accompanies the video that illustrates the 
spirit and skills of motivational interviewing (MI) demonstrated 
by a care manager, Marcy, during a telehealth visit with Paul 
Jones, who has schizophrenia and is reluctant to take medication. 
Although the interaction is fictional, it represents a real-world 
encounter. Before viewing this video, you should watch the 
Overview video, which introduces the skills and principles of MI.

As you watch the video, use this Knowledge Check to identify the 
MI principles or skills being demonstrated by the care manager at 
various points in the interaction. Record your answers in the blank 
column titled “MI Principle or Skill” next to the appropriate points 
in the script. You will have an opportunity to check your answers 
after the video.
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Scan this QR code or  
click here to access all 
Motivational Interviewing videos, 
including the Overview.
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Paul Jones is a 45-year-old man with schizophrenia and 
hypertension. He lives alone and is on disability. When on 
medication he is able to manage and care for himself and 
his dog. He is an artist and occasionally does odd jobs in  
the community like shoveling and raking. He smokes 1–2 
packs per day and is not interested in quitting.

Paul has a care manager who meets with him weekly via 
telemedicine. He usually sees his psychiatrist once a month. 
His mother is also very involved in his care. She makes sure 
his bills are paid and calls him each morning to check in. 

Paul was last hospitalized several months ago with acute 
psychosis after stopping his antipsychotic medication.  
His mother called the police when he didn’t return her 
calls, and the police found him barefoot, disheveled, and 
sleeping in a local park.

Background on the video
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  Leader may pause video here.
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SPEAKER DIALOGUE MI PRINCIPLE OR SKILL?

Voiceover This video of a simulated patient interaction demonstrates 
a care manager’s use of Motivational Interviewing skills and 
spirit with a patient with a history of schizophrenia during a 
telehealth clinical encounter.

The script for this video was developed by Dr. Damara 
Gutnick, an expert in MI. Dr. Gutnick is an internal medicine 
physician and member of the Motivational Interviewing 
Network of Trainers (MINT). To learn more about the spirit 
and skills associated with MI we suggest you watch the 
Overview video as well.

Paul Jones is a 45-year-old man with schizophrenia and 
hypertension. He lives alone and is on disability. When on 
medication he is able to manage and care for himself and 
his dog. He is an artist and occasionally does odd jobs in 
the community. He smokes 1–2 packs per day and is not 
interested in quitting.

Paul has a care manager who meets with him weekly via 
telemedicine. He usually sees his psychiatrist once a month. 
His mother is also very involved in his care. She calls him 
each morning to check in. 

Paul was last hospitalized several months ago with acute 
psychosis after stopping his antipsychotic medication. His 
mother called the police when he didn’t return her calls and 
the police found him barefoot, disheveled, and sleeping in a 
local park.

Care Manager Hi Paul. It’s Marcy, your care manager.

Paul Oh. 

Care Manager I am calling to check in about how things have been going 
for you.

Paul Yeah.… Everything is fine.
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Wherever  
you see a “?”,  
write in the 

principle or skill 
that is being 

demonstrated.
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SPEAKER DIALOGUE MI PRINCIPLE OR SKILL?

Care Manager So…things are going fine. What have you been up to this 
week?

?

Paul Nothing special.… Just the usual…walking my dog…doing 
some artwork.

Care Manager Sounds like you have been doing things that you enjoy. ?

Paul Yeah, I suppose so.

Care Manager Do you have any new concerns this week? ?

Paul Nothing really.

Care Manager Well from our past discussion I know you don’t really like 
it when I ask about your medication. I understand that you 
have some mixed feelings about being on them. As I shared 
the last time we spoke, checking in on how you are doing 
on your medications is part of my job…so, can we spend a 
few minutes talking about them now?

Paul I guess so. You know my mom gives me cigarettes if I speak 
to you on the computer each week and keep these stupid 
appointments.

Care Manager Cigarettes are important to you, so it makes these 
conversations worthwhile.

?

Paul Yep.

Care Manager So how has it been going with your medications? ?

Paul You know, about the same.… I have been mostly taking 
them but still feel like they zap my energy and I don’t really 
think I need to keep taking this dose. I asked my doctor 
about cutting the dose in half and she didn’t like that idea.

  Leader may pause video here 
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SPEAKER DIALOGUE MI PRINCIPLE OR SKILL?

Care Manager You were hoping for a lower dose but for some reason your 
doctor still wants you to be on this dose. Do you have any 
idea why that is the recommendation?

?

Paul Well, that’s just what they tell me…they think I need it…the 
doctor…my mom…YOU—EVERYONE thinks I need it.

Care Manager Everyone except you.… You can’t think of any reason 
whatsoever why anyone would think you need to be on this 
medication?

?

Paul Well…I guess my mom gets worried because when I was off 
it in the past, things didn’t go so well.… One time I wound 
up in the hospital…and then there was another time I 
ended up in jail…but I don’t think that was only because I 
wasn’t taking my medicine.

?

Care Manager You are not convinced that not taking your medication was 
the only reason you ended up in the hospital or jail, and 
yet you recognize that others are concerned that not taking 
your medications may have contributed.

?

Paul Yeah…my mom thinks it’s important for me to take my 
medications.

?

Care Manager And you want to do anything possible to avoid going back 
to the hospital. You told me how much you have hated 
being there.

?

Paul Yes. That place was the worst. I was worried sick about 
my dog!

?

Care Manager Tell me more.… ?
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SPEAKER DIALOGUE MI PRINCIPLE OR SKILL?

Paul The hospital sucked. There were so many rules. I couldn’t 
smoke there and that was driving me crazy…and those 
dumb nicotine replacement patches are worthless. I can’t 
go back there!

?

Care Manager The nicotine patches didn’t control your cravings and you 
didn’t like people in the hospital telling you what you could 
and couldn’t do. Your priority is to do ANYTHING you can 
to stay out of the hospital and to be home so you can take 
care of your dog.

?

Paul Darn right. You said it. ?

Care Manager What are your ideas about what it would take to stay out  
of hospital?

?

Paul I think I am doing fine. As long as I get sleep…and get  
my cigarettes. I am doing fine. People just need to leave  
me alone.

Care Manager Well, it sounds like you have some good ideas about what is 
needed to stay out of the hospital. How is your sleep going? 

?

Paul I guess I can’t complain about that. If anything, I sleep too 
much these days. That is the one thing the medicine seems 
to help with.

?

Care Manager You found that getting a good night’s sleep is super 
important. Are there other things about these medications 
that make life easier for you in any way?

?

Paul My mom seems to feel better about it when I take them, 
and she feels so strongly about it that she brings me 
cigarettes when I promise to take them…and I couldn’t live 
without my cigarettes.

?

Care Manager So even though you are not at all convinced that you really 
need these medicines, they do help you sleep, your mom 
feels better when you take them, and you are able to do the 
things that really matter to you—like your art and walking 
your dog. 

?

Paul Yep, that’s true.
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SPEAKER DIALOGUE MI PRINCIPLE OR SKILL?

Care Manager I really appreciate you having this honest conversation with 
me about it. I know that you don’t like to talk about this, 
but it sounds like you are telling it like it is.

Paul Yeah.

Care Manager I know you are a private person and I really appreciate you 
speaking with me. Would it be OK if we talked again in a 
week or so?

Paul I guess so.


